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YOU CAN’T TEACH A HUNGRY CHILD

In this edition of our annual report, we pay
tribute to our past Chairman and Honorary
Lifetime Member Mr Yusuf Kader, who sadly
passed away on Monday 3 May 2021.
Mr Kader joined our Voluntary General
Committee in 1990 and served the Association for an incredible 29 years, 10 years as
Vice-Chairman and 16 years as our Chairman.
Mr Kader stepped down as Chairman of PSFA
in September 2019 and was honoured as a
lifetime member of our Association.
Mr Kader was a well-respected School
Teacher, Principal, Inspector, Circuit Manager
and Community Leader.
His knowledge and insights into the dynamics
of the educational system were invaluable
to the Association. This was complemented
by his devotion to the education of children
and a concern for their overall well-being.

A TRIBUTE TO

YUSUF
KADER

1944-2021

Mr Kader played a vital role in being a liaison
between PSFA and the Western Cape
Education Department (WCED). Mr Kader
strongly believed that his career in education
and philanthropic work were complimentary
and he once said that he could not imagine
the one without the other. Mr Kader introduced PSFA to Polyoak Packaging where he

served as a Board member for many years.
Polyoak has remained one of our loyal and
generous donors.
Another highlight in Mr Kader’s career
took place on Wednesday 21 September
2016 when he joined the ranks of Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu and Ahmed
Kathrada as an Honorary Member of the
Golden Key International Honour Society.
PSFA was exceptionally proud of him.
The PSFA Voluntary General Committee,
Management and Staff extend our sincerest
condolences to his wife, Farieda, his children,
Ebrahim and Rukeya and the rest of his family
- you remain in our thoughts and prayers. We
wish you strength and courage in the years
to come. Rest peacefully Mr Kader.

“While at Harmony Primary school
and then at Delta Primary, all it
took to make a difference was not
a world-changing master plan or
a sweeping mission statement.
It took a slice of bread, a mug of
soup or a bowl of porridge.”
- Mr Yusuf Kader
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OUR MISSION
To combat the prevalence of hunger in children attending schools and
other developmental institutions, through school feeding and other
developmental initiatives, while they are at school.

OUR VISION
To reduce hunger in school children.

THE IMPACT OF OUR FEEDING PROGRAMME
•

Reduce short term hunger.

•

Enhance a child’s ability to learn.

•

Increase attendance and performance at school.

•

Build immune systems.

•

Increase learners’ energy resulting in improved concentration in the classroom.

•

Reduce learner dropout rate.

•

Poverty alleviation – we provide peace of mind to the parents/guardians who are
unable to afford to provide their children/wards with nutritious meals while at home.

•

Provide volunteer opportunities for unemployed parents/guardians. We provide our
volunteer food preparers with training and monthly honorariums.
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The Peninsula School Feeding Association
(PSFA) has as its objectives providing
school feeding to children in need, and
improving their general health and welfare.
Our donors fund our activities and enable
us to fulfil this mission.

CHAIRMAN’S
REPORT
BRIAN
BENATAR
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PSFA is also contracted to the Western
Cape Education Department (WCED)’s
National School Nutrition Programme
(NSNP) and Mass Opportunity Development (MOD) Centre programme. These
supply chain contracts enable us to use our
buying power and fulfilment expertise to
contribute to broader school feeding in the
Province. For the first time this year we are
also contracted to the City of Cape Town’s
Humanitarian Relief Programme to facilitate
food distribution to Community Kitchens.
This financial year began with our country
under hard lockdown and complete school
closures due to COVID-19. This challenged
the Association to explore ways to reach
learners and sustain meal provision beyond
schools. It also required us to adapt to the
shifting stock and logistics requirements of
the NSNP. The uncertainty around lockdown
levels and school closures, resulted in
frequent changes in plans, with significant
implications for high volume stock procure-

ment and delivery at short notice, with
resultant increases in total costs to PSFA.
Coupled with commodity shortages and
price hikes, we found ourselves facing
constant flux. The diligent efforts and
careful contingency planning of our
management team enabled the Association to navigate these challenges.
Throughout this ongoing pandemic crisis,
PSFA has continued to fulfil an important
partnership role with local government,
assuming
risk
through
procurement
financing and subsidising the operational
costs of government programmes.
Over the course of the year, PSFA instituted
a Food Parcel programme, for which we
sourced cooking ingredients which were then
packed and distributed to reach learners and
their families via our schools and community
organisations. PSFA then took on food parcel
preparation for the WCED, other welfare
organisations and aid-givers. In this way we
have been able to add value to the feeding
supply chain through our preparing and
distributing over 514 352 high value food
parcels, for this reporting period.
PSFA also launched a Community Kitchen
programme, identifying facilities and supplying them with ingredients with which to cook

and to supply meals to communities in
need. Our involvement began with our
partnering
with
existing
community
kitchens in Retreat, Parkwood, Kayamandi
in Stellenbosch, Hanover Park, Heideveld,
the Macassar Informal settlement of
Rondomskrik, Beacon Valley, Mitchells Plain,
Joe Slovo Park and Gugulethu.
This initial drive was then extended over
the course of the financial year, to support
other active community kitchens including
Baviaanskloof Community Feeding Scheme
(Tafelsig), Groundbreakers (Ocean View),
Lungista (Joe Slovo), Heart Community
Angels (Delft), Labon Foundation (Bonteheuwel), Mothers of Justice (Heideveld), De
Wet Street Feeding Scheme (Eastridge),
Woman Impacting a Nation (Delft), Priceless
Honour (Eerste River), Learn to Live (Kraaifontein), Black Action Community Kitchen
(Bishop Lavis), Jirah Chapel (Manenberg),
Rotary-Atlantis, Khanyisa (Nyanga East),
Hope Cape Town (Delft) and Kalksteenfontein Youth for Change.
PSFA’s Community Kitchen programme
was facilitated through the vision and
tireless work of our management team and
field workers who identified local initiatives
to support. They then vetted, stocked and

liaised closely with these operators to
ensure effective service delivery. We have
been able to provide ingredients for
651 060 meals. As such, PSFA’s community
kitchen efforts have been an important
part of our emergency relief support to
areas where our learners are situated. But
PSFA’s contribution is only part of the
picture. Each of these partner organisations
and their committed volunteers invested
their energy, effort and care into our joint
effort to alleviate hunger in the communities
we serve.
As our Association witnessed the humanitarian crisis unfolding around us, we
launched several appeals to our donors to
support our initiatives to feed in new ways
over the protracted COVID-19 lockdowns.
The response and generosity of the
donations we received accounts for the
scale of our aid efforts. Thank you to our
donors for caring and for entrusting us to
assist others on your behalf.
A range of factors have added complexity
to our operations and logistics over the past
year requiring our team to adapt. As part
of an essential service operation, our team
has been fully active, notwithstanding the
lockdown and pandemic circumstances.
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The pressure of their portfolios has intensified. Field workers
have needed to operate beyond their ordinary realm of school
environments. Additional, short term third party warehouse space
needed to be activated to manage the food parcel volumes.
COVID-19 safety precautions and navigating the risks associated
with the work we do, especially before vaccination was available,
added to the responsibilities that our team have borne with
resolve and success. Our transport teams have also encountered
unrest, hijackings and stock theft. Our fundraising team have
conscientiously kept in close communication with donors and
have managed to garner substantial financial support for our
efforts notwithstanding philanthropy being spread across a
greater number of needy causes. To the credit of each and every
member of our team, their consistent efforts have resulted in our
having been able to make a significant impact on the lives of our
beneficiaries over this demanding period.
Two long-standing staff members, Barbara Adams and David
Phillips have retired within the past year. Each served with dedication and enthusiasm. We thank them for their earnest service to
the Association and its cause.
In this Annual Report, we pay tribute to Mr Yusuf Kader, a
longstanding Chair of our Association who has recently passed
away. Mr Kader was a loyal and committed office bearer and a
valued colleague and we reflect with admiration on his significant
contribution over many decades. Our condolences to his wife,
son, daughter and grandchildren, all of whom have been active in
our Association’s activities over the years.
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Under the inspired leadership of our Director, Petrina Pakoe, in
tandem with Morne Goosen, our Finance & Office Manager, our
Association’s team has performed exceptionally well. On behalf
of the stakeholders we serve, we thank them for their hard work
and dedication.
The Association’s General Committee and Office Bearers serve
voluntarily. We enjoy spirited debate and discussion at our
monthly meetings but almost always reach consensus on how
best to carry the Association forward. We thank them for their
collegiality and the professional expertise and experience they
each bring to our Association. Special thanks to our Vice-Chair,
Dr Kurt Maart and our Honorary Treasurer, Bill Fowler, for their
ongoing guidance and wisdom.
In summary, our ability to make an impact as an Association is a
function of fine people; donors who loyally support our appeals
and donate generously; our committed, capable and caring PSFA
team who prioritise the feeding needs of our beneficiaries, and
who find smart solutions to difficult problems; and the people
that lead and operate the many organisations and initiatives
with whom we partner. Collectively, these efforts give PSFA the
opportunity to remain relevant.
Our Association’s focus remains on sustainable feeding and
collaborating with other organisations to maximise the impact of
our collective efforts on the lives of children affected by poverty.
We thank you all for your ongoing interest and support through
these difficult times.

RESPONDING AND TRANSFORMING
DURING A PANDEMIC
South Africa has 19.7 million children under
18 years old, making up 34% of the population. One in five children are hungry and
rely on school meals. Malnutrition is one of
their biggest challenges and now during
lockdown, the extent of this problem has
been amplified.

DIRECTOR’S
REPORT
PETRINA
PAKOE

The biggest issues that affect the increasing
numbers of starving and malnourished
children are the impact of the lockdown on
the informal sector, unemployment, the
increased cost of food, the closure of
schools and ECD feeding programmes.
My respect for our president Cyril Ramaphosa was raised to new heights when he
wrote in a blog: “Alleviating hunger is NOT
an act of charity. It is an imperative for
any society that is founded on respect for
human rights.”

On a daily basis within our organisation
we strive towards that very philosophy,
that we serve the children on our feeding
programme with dignity and respect and
not see our work as charity but actually
addressing their basic human rights, as our
country constitution directs us – the right to
adequate nutrition for children.
At the time of going into lockdown, PSFA was
providing meals at 859 learning institutions
benefitting approximately 334 000 learners,
serving 627 575 meals daily. This was made
possible through our partnerships with
provincial and local government, learning
institutions and the support of our very
generous donors.

“A hungry stomach cannot hear.”
- Jean De La Fontaine
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Our biggest concern with the level 5 lockdown announcement in
April 2020 was what would happen to our children. We were able
to swiftly adjust our feeding strategy in the following ways:

•

1. We identified and partnered with established community
kitchens and surrounding schools by providing the ingredients
for nutritious meals to be prepared and served to the children.
2. We started packing and distributing food parcels when children
were no longer allowed to line up at community kitchens.
3. When schools in the Western Cape were allowed to reopen
for feeding, we redirected the food parcels to schools, so that
teachers and principals could identify the neediest learners
and provide them with a food parcel.
4. We adjusted to the requirements of the WCED feeding programme during lockdown outside of the agreement and guide.
5. We partnered with businesses that wished to support schools
or communities and assisted in ensuring that food parcels were
packed and sent to these schools and communities.

•

•

•
•

•

•

Our ability to adapt quickly to the changing environment, enabled
us to continue providing a vital service to the vulnerable.
•
The implementation of our revised approach to providing a
service did not come without its own list of challenges. Some of
these challenges included:

•
•

•
•

10

Learners do not necessarily attend the nearest school to where
they live. Stock sent to schools was therefore not always sufficient.
Knock and drop mechanism – required finding a team
of committed people to identify the needy and then put
themselves at risk while delivering food parcels.
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•

The need to provide a food parcel for the whole household and
not only the child in the house.
Monitoring the list of food parcel beneficiaries to ensure that
there was no duplications.
Concern of stock control at community kitchens. There was
insufficient time to train community staff on quantity control.
Nutrition was not the first priority in the preparation of the
meals at community kitchens.
Delivery of food parcels to community kitchens and schools
became challenging. Schools were vandalised by aggrieved
community members and some of our delivery vehicles were
hijacked and looted.
Procurement of stock became a massive challenge. Mills
started running out of raw material fast and could not produce
and pack at the rate that the country required the stock. Basic
items like rice, maize, samp and beans became impossible to
source, especially in small packaging.
The price of these very same items shot through the roof. The
cost of rice and pilchards alone increased by over 10% during
lockdown. There has been an overall price increase of 7% above
the annual estimated food price.
Delivery of food stock became a problem due to curfews and
the knock on effect of production lines not running at capacity.
Discounts that could be negotiated in the past based on
quantity became harder to do.
Due to the impact of COVID 19 on the economy, many suppliers
in provinces like Limpopo, Northern Cape and North West
required cash upfront for stock.
This meant that we battled to find the required stock and
when sourced, having to pay above normal price upfront for
the stock.

The National School Nutrition Programme (NSNP) contract, which was meant to end in
March 2020 was extended to September 2022. The Mass participation; Opportunity and
access; Development and growth (MOD) Programme contract was suspended for the rest of
2020 and started again in February 2021. In June when schools reopened for learning, the NSNP
feeding numbers were reduced as many schools operated on a rotation system for learners.
In the same way feeding numbers at PSFA schools were reduced to 70% to ensure that
there was no stock piling. Where additional stock was required, our fieldworkers ensured
that top-ups were done.
Despite the impact of COVID 19 on many of our programmes, this did not stop us from
striving towards reaching some of our goals.

EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT CENTRES (ECDs)
Expanding into the ECD arena through collaborative partnerships remains a focus area for
the organisation. Thanks to the input of our dietetics interns and the Department of Health,
we have been able to revise our two week menu for ECD learners.
We were approached by the Inceba Trust, a NPO supporting ECDs in the Drakenstein
Municipality, to assist with feeding at their identified ECDs. Assessment visits were done
and our fieldworkers conducted training sessions with the preparers to demonstrate how to
prepare the meals.
While COVID 19 delayed the start of this programme, the first deliveries were done at the
beginning of March 2021. We look forward to this relationship growing from strength to strength.
We continue to feed at the thirteen ECDs in the rural community of Grabouw in partnership
with Elgin Learning Foundation. The lockdown had a negative impact on these ECDs – many
had to close down permanently and others decreased numbers. PSFA strives to continue
supporting these ECDs by providing each centre with ingredients for daily meals.
11

AFTER SCHOOL FEEDING
While after school feeding had stopped at
many of the schools, we continued to provide
a service to Pick n Pay’s Velokhaya Project
by making and delivering sandwiches daily
as well as stock for the preparation of after
school meals for their beneficiaries.
On behalf of Bishops Preparatory School,
PSFA spread and delivered sandwiches to
Athwood Primary in Hanover Park for
after school consumption by the learners.
Bishops also provided additional breakfast
through PSFA to the learners at St Paul’s
Primary in Bo Kaap.

SCHOOL KITCHENS
We were able to secure funding to supply
four schools on our feeding programme
with brand new kitchens. Thanks to a
donation we received from Grand West
Casino, we were able to hand over our
125th kitchen to Valhalla Park Secondary
in Elsies River during the first term in
2021. Our infrastructure partner Breadline
Africa, assisted with the construction of
the kitchen.
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Umoya Energy and local businessman,
David Delbridge provided funds for the
additional three kitchens which will be
built during the course of 2021.

FOOD PARCELS
Our food parcel distribution programme
became an integral part of PSFA’s response
to COVID 19. This programme resulted in
PSFA procuring stock in smaller quantities,
acquiring new systems for stock control
and counting of parcels packed.
Fieldworkers were required to visit
community kitchens and schools to
obtain lists of beneficiaries and verify that
parcels were received. There were several
teething problems with PSFA schools at
the beginning of distribution but this was
overcome by the constant monitoring of
our fieldworkers.
Food parcels also became a source of
income for the organisation. Several
businesses, churches and other NGO’s
approached and paid PSFA to pack and
distribute parcels on their behalf.

The NSNP requested the organisation to
pack food parcels to assist learners and
their families, especially over the December/January school break. PSFA packed
and distributed 423 210 parcels to schools
over 3 phases of deliveries. The 1st phase
required 188 000 to be packed and distributed before schools closed in December.
A rotational shift system was put in place
seeing the organisation operating for 24
hours daily in December.

managed these challenges, ensuring that
over 10 000 people got food daily on a
daily basis.

The 2nd phase required 136 246 to be
packed and distributed in the first 2 weeks,
when schools reopened in February. The
balance was delivered by 15 March 2021.

With the support of a food relief app
developed by FNB, we were able to keep
track of the daily distribution of meals,
thereby relieving the pressure on our
fieldworkers to capture beneficiary lists.
Many of these kitchens were incorporated
into the City of Cape Town Humanitarian
Relief Programme. PSFA was one of
the successful service providers of this
programme, which enabled us to extend
our support to these kitchens after
Lockdown Appeal funding had ended.

COMMUNITY KITCHENS

WAREHOUSE AND LOGISTICS

Due to the COVID 19 pandemic, PSFA
had to expand our feeding programme to
include community kitchens. Fieldworkers
and school principals assisted in identifying
reputable community kitchens, enabling
us to ensure that children could still have
access to warm cooked meals despite not
being at school.

During our 63 years of existence, I never
thought that procurement and logistics
would have been as challenging as it
was in this past financial year. Despite
the many challenges we faced, we
managed to procure and distribute
11 776 tons of dry goods and 2 916 tons
of fruit and vegetables.

Working with kitchens came with its own
set of challenges, but our operations team

Additional vehicles were brought in to assist
especially with deliveries of food parcels.
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An additional 95 hamper packers; 11 drivers and 15 van assistants
were brought on as adhoc staff to assist with the packing and
distribution of food parcels.
Additional warehouse space was sourced on a short term lease
to separate the food parcel packing and distribution from our
main warehouse, thereby ensuring better management and
stock control. The warehouse staff put in lots of extra hours and
weekends to meet the various deadlines for delivery of parcels to
the beneficiaries.

FRUITS & VEGETABLES BREAKDOWN 2020/21

APPLES &
BUTTERNUT

ONIONS, CABBAGE
& CARROTS

TONS

TONS

1,949

14

967
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FUNDRAISING AND MARKETING
Thanks to the generosity of our donors, our
fundraising department managed to raise R
13 149 776.87 during the financial year under
review. We welcomed on board a total of
233 new donors.
•
•
•

217 individuals
12 companies
3 trusts and foundations

We were humbled by the response to our
Lockdown Appeal which made it possible
for us to provide extended feeding into
communities until September. We are
extremely grateful to our donors for their
continued support during the pandemic. We
also lost the support of several individual
donors, one major corporate and our largest
trust. We hope that in the future they will
consider supporting us again.
In celebration of Mandela Day, PSFA staff
members travelled to Zoar, a small town
situated between Ladismith and Calitzdorp.

This rural community had been identified
as one of hardest hit by COVID-19, in light
of unemployment and access to resources.
PSFA in partnership with HOPE Africa, the
Social Development Department of the
Anglican Church, went to prepare meals
for over 1000 people, distributed 500 food
parcels and handed out PPE to community
schools. This was a humbling and team
building experience for staff.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we
unfortunately had to cancel our popular
annual fundraising event, Blisters for Bread.
As replacement event, we decided to host a
Virtual Blisters for Bread Concert featuring
top Cape Town singers Jarrad Ricketts and
Craig Lucas. We are extremely grateful to
our sponsors, Lucky Star, Heart FM and
People’s Post for sponsoring the event.
While it did not raise the desired funds
as our annual walk, it generated positive
publicity for the organisation thereby
keeping PSFA alive in the hearts and minds
of our supporters.

“Hunger is not an issue of charity. It is an issue
of Justice.”- Jacques Diouf
15

DONOR CATEGORY BREAKDOWN 2020/21

COMPANIES

33%
R4,303,412.53

TRUSTS &
FOUNDATIONS

31%
R4,061,671.19

INDIVIDUALS

27%
R3,516,991.82

ESTATES

8%

R1,070,950.08

CLUBS

CHURCHES
& SCHOOLS

R64,501.10

R132,250.15

0,5%

16

1%
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GENERAL
Changes needed to be made to
human resource policies to align
with COVID 19 regulations. New
policies and systems needed to
be put in place and staff trained
on these changes. Managing the
fear of the unknown related to
COVID and needing to operate as
an essential service provider was
extremely stressful for management. We are exceptionally grateful
for the support of our General
Committee who seamlessly switched
to monthly virtual meetings to
ensure that they were there to
support the staff through this
challenging time.
The staff have been phenomenal.
Staff adapted to working outside
of their comfort zones and lending
a hand when needed, even packing
4000 food parcels at the beginning
of the lockdown. None of what
we achieve is possible unless we
have the support and buy in of
all staff. With the extension of the
NSNP contract and the start of
new programmes, we appointed

two contract field workers and an
additional project co-ordinator. We
also sadly bid a fond farewell to
two longstanding staff members
who retired. We have learnt some
major lessons as an organisations
during this past financial year and
I am sure there will be more along
the way:
1. Flexibility during a time of
crisis is crucial. It cannot be
business as normal.
2. Adaptability in approaches
and strategy allows one to
move forward quickly.
3. Partnerships and pooling
of resources is crucial in
creating impact.
4. As an organisation we have
always known that hunger
among school learners is under
reported, this pandemic has
shown the cold face of childhood hunger and how much
more work needs to be done.
5. The fragility of our plans for
fighting childhood hunger
have been exposed now that
children aren’t able to attend
school daily.

CONCLUSION

STAFF COMPLEMENT 2020/21

During the year I was invited to speak at numerous events
on the impact of COVID 19 on school nutrition and the
challenges we are facing as an organisation. My closing
remarks will always remain the same. For the NPO sector,
raising the necessary funds to continue feeding learners
whether at school or ECDs is going to be difficult in a
climate in which CSI funding has become limited and
companies are closing down or restructuring. There is no
better time than now to see the value of partnerships and
pooling of resources when there is this decrease in the
amount of funds available to support the NGO sector.

APR

The number of learners in need of meals at school will
increase substantially once schools return to some form
of normality. The impact of COVID 19 will be felt by the
children long after the pandemic has passed. Extraordinary
situations require extraordinary measures. We cannot
allow the lockdown to put the growth and development of
children on hold. Acting with speed is essential to stem the
tide of hunger so that our children are fed to ensure their
adequate growth and development.

SEP
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MAY
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Ad hoc drivers
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Cleaners
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OUR
RESPONSE
TO THE
COVID-19
PANDEMIC

In response to the announcement of the
State of National Disaster and schools
closing early, followed by the level 5
lockdown regulations in March 2020, PSFA
immediately jumped into action by sending
out an appeal for funding to feed children
at established community kitchens and to
support families with food parcels. The
response to this appeal was outstanding –
we managed to raise R21.8 million.
PSFA’s approach at the start of the hard
lockdown when community kitchens were
struggling to obtain permits to operate,
was to distribute food parcels. These
parcels were handed out by the community
kitchens to people seeking a plate of food.
Our sincere thanks to the community
leaders and school walking bus volunteers
who assisted with the distribution of
parcels by doing door to door handouts to
the most needy. They did this at great risk
to themselves but also out of compassion
for the learners and the elderly.
Children who suffered the most were the
ones living in the rural communities. Most
of Government’s relief resources at the
beginning of lockdown, were directed
towards metros and highly populated
areas, yet the areas with the least amount

18

of infrastructure got minimal support and
it is in these communities that childhood
hunger is at its highest. To address this
challenge, PSFA delivered food parcels to
our MOD hubs in Beaufort West, Mossel Bay,
Oudtshoorn, Vredendal and Saldanha. Here
we worked alongside school coaches and
community leaders to identify the mostneedy households. While this was a once off
approach, the need in these communities
and many others still remain great.
When schools reopened in June, we
delivered food parcels to schools. Principals
and teachers identified the neediest to
whom they distributed the parcels.
NGO’s with limited capacity and infrastructure to pack and distribute their own
parcels, approached PSFA for assistance.
Relationships were established with organisations like the Imibala Trust, Matchbox
and Salesian Institute Youth Project for
which we packed parcels on a weekly
basis for several months. Existing partners
Breadline Africa, Mellon Educate, Diocese
of False Bay also put in regular requests for
food parcels to be packed and delivered to
central points. New partners like Milnerton
CAN, Good Shepherd Anglican Church and
the Methodist Church SA came on board

and also started purchasing on a regular
bases and still continue to do so on an
adhoc basis.
Companies also approached PSFA to pack
and distribute parcels to their staff. Our
biggest supporter was Oceana that purchased 11 244 food parcels for their staff.
This is over and above their financial
contribution that was made towards our
lockdown appeal to provide parcels to
learners at schools. Other companies that
purchased food parcels and made financial
donations to PSFA were Umoya Energy,
I &J Foods and First National Bank.
Between April 2020 and March 2021 we
had packed and distributed a total of 91 142
parcels to schools, community kitchens and
partner organisations.
We were able to support 15 community
kitchens by providing ingredients to prepare
and serve over 651 060 meals during the
period April to September 2020. The true
impact of COVID 19 was shown when faced
with the long lines of unemployed, under
nourished, sparsely dressed children and
adults risking exposure to the disease,
waiting patiently to receive a warm plate
of food.
19

While we provided the dry ingredients and gas the hardest
work was done by the volunteers at the various community
kitchens. They too put themselves at risk by trying to
multitask – cooking and serving meals, crowd control and the
hardest part being to turn people away when there was no
food left.
PSFA was invited to join the Western Cape NGO Food
Forum. This created several opportunities to engage with
like-minded organisations and a co-ordinated approach to
the distribution of food. Engaging in this forum made it
possible for us to plot where food was being distributed
and not duplicate services in an area. We also had
insight into what government plans were for distribution of
resources and we were able to call on the assistance of local
government departments, where assistance was needed
when doing distributions in volatile areas.
While there does not seem to be any foreseeable relief
from the impact of COVID 19, PSFA will continue to work
towards addressing the nutritional needs of people,
especially learners at schools. Where we are able to donate
to community kitchens, we will continue to do so.
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COVID-19 DONOR CATEGORY BREAKDOWN 2020/21
CLUBS

3%

R660,629.51
CHURCHES &
SCHOOLS

2%

INDIVIDUALS

19%
R4,161,924.70

R401,465.39
TRUSTS &
FOUNDATIONS

COMPANIES

29%
R6,313,694.00

47%
R10,315,754.42

Once again it is my pleasure and responsibility to present the report on the financial statements of the Association for the year ended 31 March 2021.
The feeding of over 300,000 learners every school day is a mammoth logistical task – even more
so this past year with COVID19 where the requirements of those in need grew exponentially.
With regard to the salient figures reported in this year’s Annual Report, these are an abridged
reflection of the 2020/21 figures. The detailed and audited Annual Financial Statements can
be found on the Association’s website: www.psfa.org.za

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
INCOME: Feeding Services Income – incl. NSNP Grant

HONORARY
TREASURER’S
REPORT
BILL FOWLER

The total income for our Feeding Services
amounts to R192 740 022 - down 12.75%
compared to previous year. This drop can be
contributed to missed/reduced feeding as a
direct result of the COVID lockdowns and the
absence of the MODS program for most of
the financial year. For this financial year with
the breakdown on the various programmes,
of which NSNP remains the biggest, are:
•

After yet another extension, as mentioned in last year’s Treasurers report,
PSFA continued to be a service provider
for the National School Nutrition Programme (NSNP) tender throughout the
entire financial year ended 31 March 2021.

The income for the year amounted to
R184 205 297. The NSNP income contributed to 95.57% of the Feeding Services
Income. An Extension past March 2021
was once again issued by the Department
of Education until September 2022.
•

PSFA continues its relationship with the
Dept. of Education and other role players
on a programme for feeding learners with
after-school activities and sport. The
MOD programme income at the end of
this financial period was only R6 683 418
after its commencement in March 2021.
There was no MODS programme for the
period April 2020 to February 2021 due
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to COVID lockdowns. The MODs income contributed to 3.47%
of the Feeding Services Income.

NSNP & OTHER PROGRAMMES INCOME BREAKDOWN

•

There was no income - as previous years - from the Snack box
programme.

•

A new programme that started right at the end of this financial
year is PSFA’s collaboration with City of Cape Town with
regards to feeding community kitchens. The income from this
COCT Community kitchen program amounted to R775 863 –
0.40% of Feeding Services Income.

•

Other smaller programs within PSFA amounted to R1 075 446.
This contributed 0.56% to the Feeding Services Income.

COLLECTION AND DONATIONS
•

OTHER

1%

R1,075,446
COCT

0%

R775,863

NSNP

96%
R184,205,297

The nett income from our generous and dedicated donors
amounted to R32 636 217 - compared to previous years
R16 439 724. This is a staggering 98.52% increase. This major
jump year on year is a direct result of our generous donors
who stepped up in times of need and contributed R21 853 468
towards PSFA’s COVID appeal. This was far in excess of what
was ever expected. These funds enabled PSFA to pack and
distribute parcels to communities when the children were
unable to attend school and was therefore utilised to supply
selected community kitchens where our learners could attend
for a meal including general PSFA feeding.

MODS

3%

R6,683,418
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Excluded from the amount above is the R1 071 050 from
Late Estates which has been reallocated to PSFA’s Feeding

Endowment. The balance of the Feeding Endowment is
R1 215 783 as at 31 March 2021.
•

PSFA raised R44 569 from events this year.

•

Income from supply of equipment to schools amounted to
R1 243 074 – an increase of 143.71%. This is thanks to an equipment roll out by the Dept. of Education.

INTERESTS AND DIVIDENDS
•

•

Interest & Dividends from our investments amounted to
R6 013 170 - 31.16 % higher than the previous year due to careful
cash flow planning and restructuring of our investment portfolio.
This amount covers 60.71% of Operating Expenditure related
to PSFA Feeding – which includes payroll of permanent staff.

TOTAL INCOME 2021/21: R232 528 467

Interest to the value of R22 781 was received from SARS for
outstanding VAT returns payable.

OTHER INCOME
Further to the above the other sources of income PSFA received,
which was set off against Direct Food Cost on the audited
financials, are:

COLLECTIONS
& DONATIONS

INTEREST &
DIVIDENDS

3%

R6,035,951

14%
R33,752,494

NSNP & OTHER
PROGRAMMES

83%
R192,740,022

•

PSFA social enterprises which includes selling of Food Parcels
packed amounted to R 762 659.

•

Supplier’s early settlement discounts & rebates amounted to
R157 630 for the past financial year.
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EXPENDITURE

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 2021/21: R233 454 038

Direct Feeding Cost
The total direct Feeding Cost for the year amounted to R219 770 907.
As with the income the direct Feeding Cost can be broken down
into the following projects:
•

The PSFA food expenditure for the financial year amounted to
R29 558 462. This increase is much higher than the previous
year however includes all expenses from the COVID parcels
and community kitchen – mentioned previously.
The PSFA feeding costs includes stipends paid to our dedicated
volunteers amounting to R 1 995 420. This amount is lower
than the previous year due to reduction of volunteers due to
lower feeding numbers at PSFA schools due to lockdown and
scholar rotations.

•

24

The direct feeding cost on the NSNP tender including all transport and gas amounted to R183 386 732. This excludes the
offset of rebates and discounts referred to under Other Income.
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OPERATING
EXPENDITURE

6%

R13,683,131

FEEDING COSTS

94%
R219,770,907

The NSNP food cost compared to previous year is higher although
as indicated less feeding took place during the year - this is result of:

OPERATING EXPENDITURE
•

o
o
•

•

•

NSNP Food parcel cost being higher than feeding normal
feeding cost
General Increase in commodity items

The direct feeding cost for the MODs programme including all
transport amounted to R5 913 124.
The direct feeding cost on the COCT programme including
all transport amounted to R145 114. It needs to be mentioned
that the COCT funds are received in advance of delivering
the service.
Although there was no income on Snack boxes, there was a
credit passed for Snack box stock in this financial year reducing
total Feeding Cost of sales by R22 949.

•

Cost of equipment to schools amounted to R992 402 –
included in the various programs above.

•

Other costs – over and above those mentioned above - included
in the Direct Feeding Cost are:
o Kitchen build by PSFA and its partner(s)
- R200 000
o Fieldworker Travel and Accommodation
- R131 658
o Warehouse Expenses				
- R601 363
o Food Parcel related expenditure 		
- R1 198 718

The Total Operating Expenses of the Association amounted to
R13 683 131 – an increase of R4 978 147 compared to the
previous year. This increase is the main contribution to the
R3 378 241 expense related to PSFA VDP with SARS for the
year 2020/21.
If we are to exclude the VDP cost the annual increase year on
year would be R1 599 906.
Employee cost amounts R5 654 763 of the Total Operating
Expenses.
The Total Operating expenses represents only 5.86% (3.84% 2019/
20) of total expenditure and 4.41% if we exclude the VDP costs.

GENERAL
The current year has a deficit of R925 570 and is mainly contributed to the VDP expenses of R3 378 241 and a drop in surpluses
on the NSNP and MODs amounting to more than R10 million.
I take this opportunity to thank all the dedicated and caring
PSFA staff (who worked through the pandemic and lockdown
restrictions) for their continued loyal and efficient service to the
Association and the many children that are fed every school day.
I would also like to express my sincere thanks and appreciation to
my fellow members of the voluntary Management Committee for
their continued support.
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ABRIDGED
FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

STATEMENT OF
FINANCIAL POSITION
Assets

2021

2020

24 417 938

24 389 485

Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Investments

129 778 605

118 755 900

154 196 543

143 145 385

Current Assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Total Assets

5 602 745

4 075 701

20 755 005

9 795 783

31 702 631

10 855 489

58 060 381

24 726 973

212 256 924

167 872 358

129 452 070

130 377 641

1 215 784

135 900

81 589 070

37 358 817

Equity and Liabilities
Equity
Retained income
Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities
Feeding Endowment
Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
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Total Liabilities

82 804 854

37 494 717

Total Equity and Liabilities

212 256 924

167 872 358

STATEMENT OF
CASH FLOWS
Cash flows from operating activities
Cash generated from operations
Interest income

STATEMENT OF
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
2021

2020

25 005 302

22 990 105

5 651 021

4 076 589

Dividends received

15 254

79 705

Service fee rebates

369 676

428 185

31 041 253

27 574 584

Net cash from operating activities

2021
Revenue

2020

226 492 516

227 135 959

(219 770 907)

(217 731 654)

6 721 609

9 404 305

-

9 663 914

Operating expenses

(13 683 131)

(10 919 594)

Operating surplus/(deficit)

(6 961 522)

8 148 625

Cost of sales
Gross surplus/(deficit)
Surplus on realisation of Investments

Cash flows from investing activities

Investment revenue

6 035 951

4 584 479

Purchase of property,

Surplus/(deficit) for the year

(925 571)

12 733 104

Other comprehensive income

-

-

(925 571)

12 733 104

plant and equipment

(251 290)

(266 781)

(Increase)/decrease in investments

(11 022 705)

(32 598 391)

Total comprehensive

Net cash from investing activities

(11 273 995)

(32 865 172)

surplus/(deficit) for the year

1 079 884

135 900

Total cash movement for the year

20 847 142

(5 154 688)

Cash at the beginning of the year

10 855 489

16 010 177

Total cash at end of the year

31 702 631

10 855 489

Movement in PSFA’s Endowment Fund

The complete set of audited financial statements is available at www.psfa.org.za
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From time to time, PSFA accumulates excess food stock, especially fruit and vegetables. These
items are distributed to various community projects that provide meals to people affected by
poverty. During the year under review, PSFA donated excess food to the following organisations:
•
•

GIVING BACK
TO THE
COMMUNITY
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aunty F’s Daycare Centre
Baviaanskloof Community
Feeding Scheme
Bishop Lavis Paradise Educare
Black Action Group - Bishop Lavis
Christian Feeding Centre
Diocese of False Bay
Eastridge Family Feeding Scheme
Ground Breakers
Hope Community Development
House of Sanctuary
Ithemba Community Old Age Home
Jabulani Community Organisation
Kalksteen Youth for Change
Learn To Live
Lukhanyo Educare Centre
Maranatha Church

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mothers For Justice
Open Heart Foundation
Parkwood Community Centre
Pelican Park Community Centre
PJ’s Educare Centre
Priceless Honour Kids
Revelation Community Development
Serve the Needy NPO
Siqalo Creche
Smart Kingdom Kids Academy
Debbie’s Place of Hope
Ubunye Educare Centre
We Care Ministries
Weltevreden Care Bears Preschool
Women Impacting a Nation (WIN)
Youth For Change

A MESSAGE FOR
OUR DONORS
We wish to take this opportunity to thank all donors for
your contributions, all of which are crucial to the daily
operations of our organisation.
You may have noticed that we have not displayed a list of our donors
this year and regret that we have had to deviate from our customary
practice in honouring your contribution in this way. New legislation,
more specifically, The Protection of Personal Information Act 4 of
2013 (POPIA) came into effect on 1 July 2021, which legislates how
we process personal information and prohibits us from disclosing
your personal information without first obtaining your consent.
We will however endeavour to implement structures, within the next
financial year, in order to obtain such consent so that we can once
again proudly display the names of those donors who so generously
support us in making our vision a reality.
We thank you for your continued support.
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“Those of us who
are warm and dry
and safe and
well-fed must show
up for those who
are cold and wet
and endangered and
hungry. That’s a rule
of life. Every ethical
and religious and
spiritual tradition in
the world agrees on
that rule.”
- Elizabeth Gilbert

We would like to extend our sincere gratitude to the following organisations for donating
gifts in kind, time and resources during the year under review:

DONATIONS
IN KIND
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HOW YOU CAN GET INVOLVED
FEED A CHILD
FOR A MONTH

FEED A CHILD
FOR A YEAR

FEED A CLASS
FOR A YEAR

Make a donation
in the amount of
only R82.50 – this
will enable PSFA
to provide an
underprivileged
learner with daily
breakfasts and
lunches for an
entire month!

Make a donation
in the amount of
only R495 – this
will enable PSFA
to provide an
underprivileged
learner with daily
breakfasts and
lunches for an
entire year!

Make a donation
in the amount of
only R14 850 – this
will enable PSFA to
provide a class of
30 underprivileged
learners with daily
breakfasts and
lunches for an
entire year!

GIVE
MONTHLY

MAKE A
DONATION
IN LIEU OF

ADOPT
A SCHOOL

Make a monthly
donation by
debit order.
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Make a donation
in lieu of a gift
or in honour of a
special occasion.

PSFA has many schools on
our feeding programme
that you or your business
can adopt i.e. to provide
sufficient funding to enable
PSFA to continue providing
daily nutritious meals to ALL
the learners on our feeding
programme at one or more
of these schools of your
choice in the Western Cape.

The world’s hunger is getting ridiculous. There is more fruit
in a rich man’s shampoo than on a poor man’s plate.”- Anonymous
BUILD
A KITCHEN
Make a financial
contribution towards the
building and equipping
of a kitchen facility at
a needy school. Thanks
to our donors, PSFA has
to date provided 126
kitchens to schools in
the Western Cape.

LEAVE
A LEGACY
Leave a legacy by
making a charitable
bequest in your Will.

SPONSOR
A FOOD
PREPARER

PURCHASE
MUCH NEEDED
KITCHEN
EQUIPMENT

Sponsor a food preparer.
PSFA empowers and
trains members of the
community, usually
unemployed parents, to
prepare and serve meals
at each of our schools.
PSFA pays each volunteer
a monthly honorarium.

Make a donation to
purchase catering
equipment for the
underprivileged
schools on our feeding
programme.

RAISE
FUNDS ON
OUR BEHALF

ENTER
BLISTERS
FOR BREAD

Become an activist
and organise your
own fundraising
event/project on
behalf of PSFA.

Enter our popular
fundraising event,
the Blisters for Bread
Charity Family Fun
Walk which takes
place annually on the
last Sunday in August.
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VOLUNTARY GENERAL COMMITTEE,
LIFE MEMBERS AND STAFF
GENERAL
COMMITTEE

LIFE
MEMBERS

STAFF
MANAGEMENT
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MR BRIAN
BENATAR
Chairman

DR KURT
MAART
Vice Chairman

MR WILLIAM
FOWLER
Honorary
Treasurer

MR DAVID
GALLAND
Honorary
Secretary

MS NOMZAMO
LANDINGWE

MR TON
WEBER

PETRINA
PAKOE
Director

MORNE
GOOSEN
Finance/Office
Manager

MR GRAHAM
STARK

MR YONGAMA
SKWEYIYA

MS DALMARI
STEWARD

MR SHAHEEN
ADAMS

MR GERHARD
VAN DER
MERWE

MR YUSUF
KADER

AMELIA
KOERIES
Operations
Manager

CHARLES
GREY
Fundraising
Manager

FINANCE

BARBARA
ADAMS
Creditors Clerk

WAREHOUSE

LEROY
FREDERICKS
Bookkeeper

NICKY
SAMUEL
Bookkeeper

MICHELLE
SOLOMONS
Stock
Controller

SHARKEYRAH
WALTERS
Data Capturer

MOGAMAT
RAFIQ
BENJAMIN
Team Leader

CHERYL
MANUAL
Field Officer

WILLIAM
DANTILE
Field Officer

FATIMA
SITELA
Field Officer

THANDISWA
MTOMBENI
Project
Coordinator

ALEN
ROBERTSON
Project
Coordinator

VIWE
BONTSA
Mod
Administrator

FUNDRAISING

OFFICE STAFF

CHANTAL
CROOK
Donor
Administrator

DAVID
PHILLIPS
General
Assistant

OPERATIONS

ANTHEA
BEUKES
Field Officer

LOGISTICS

TANITH
HAMMAN
Logistics
Manager

MONDE
MASIZA
Fleet
Supervisor

LUBEBELO
DUDA
Workforce
Supervisor

MANDY
ORANGE
Workforce
Administrator

NOMFUNDO
ANTONI
Logistics
Administrator

LUVUYO
NCAPAYI
Driver

ALICE
JOHNSON
General
Assistant
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““The war
against hunger is
truly mankind’s war
of liberation.”
- John F. Kennedy

We bid a fond farewell to our general
assistant, David Phillips, who recently retired
from PSFA. David is the longest serving
employee in the history of our organisation,
where he worked for PSFA for an outstanding
43 years.
David started working for PSFA at the tender
age of 16 as a messenger at our offices
situated at 35 Loop Street, Cape Town, when
Norman Freeman was the director of PSFA.
During his tenure at PSFA, David has been
an assistant to every department, helping
wherever he could. David seldom took sick
leave and you could always depend on him
to be at work come rain or shine. We even
had to insist that he take his annual leave.

A TRIBUTE TO

DAVID
PHILLIPS

PSFA’S
LONGEST
SERVING
EMPLOYEE

David thoroughly enjoyed working on
PSFA’s photo services fundraising project
during the 80’s and 90’s, where he worked
on the photographic machinery. He also
loved going out to visit our schools to help
prepare and serve meals and set up the
cooking equipment.
David is the foundation stone of PSFA, a
walking and talking encyclopaedia of
PSFA, who provided invaluable insight on
the history of PSFA to the five directors he
worked with.

Past director of PSFA, David Galland reflects:
“David helped to lighten my day with copious
cups of good tea and kept me and the staff
up to date with the incoming and outgoing
mail. David has an extensive knowledge of
the political developments in many parts of
the world and I really enjoyed our debates
on politics and the development of Africa.”
“David, your role within the Association
should give you the satisfaction of knowing
that you have made a positive contribution in
making a difference in the lives of millions of
vulnerable children. A countless number of
meals have been served during your time at
PSFA.” said Petrina Pakoe, director of PSFA.
The voluntary general committee, management team and staff at PSFA hereby wish
to take this opportunity to sincerely thank
David for his passion and many years of
unwavering and dedicated commitment
to PSFA. We wish him a long, happy and
healthy retirement.

PSFA BANKING DETAILS
Standard Bank of SA,
Thibault Square, Cape Town
Account Number: 070894159
Branch Code: 020909
SWIFT Code: SBZAZAJJ
Account Type:
Business Current Account/Cheque
Registration No: 002-878 NPO
Section 18A Registration No:
930010433 PBO

Peninsula School Feeding Association
26 Purdey Road, Sheffield Business Park,
Philippi, 7750
PO Box 154, Observatory, 7935
Tel: +27 (21) 447 6020
Fax: +27 (21) 447 6047
info@pfsa.org.za

www.psfa.org.za

YOU CAN’T TEACH A HUNGRY CHILD

